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(i) 

S A H E V A T T I H G 

In hierdie verslag word die probleem van konsekwente berekening van 

klowingspektrumvektore gefonnileer. Die praktiese implikasies van 

die gebruik van klowingspektrumvektore in veelgroep-

transportberekenings word ook bespreek. Die belangrikbeid van die 

beswaringspektra wat vir die berekening van die klowingspektrum-

vektore gebruik word, word vir 'n eenvoudige neutronopstelling 

geïllustreer. 

A B S T R A C T 

In this report/ the problem of calculating fission spectrum vectors 

in a consistent manner is formulated. The practical implications of 

using fission spectrum vectors in multi-group transport calculations 

are also addressed. The significance of the weighting spectra used 

for the calculation of fission spectrum vectors is illustrated for 

the case of a simple neutronic assembly. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of neutron transport problems by using fission 
spectrum (chi: x) vectors in the aulti-group formulation of the 
transport equation has been widely accepted. Recently, Salmi 
and his co-worleers 11-3] addressed the problem of using chi 
vectors in multi-group transport calculations. They indicated 
that tnis approximation to fission source matrices may introduce 
significant inaccuracies in calculated integral parameters of 
neutronic assemblies. They therefore proposed, and demonstrated, 
a method to compensate to a very large extent for such 
inaccuracies. 

A necessary prerequisite of the method of Salmi eX at. is the 
availability of fission source matrices (or equivalently, chi 
matrices) in aulti-group cross section libraries. Consequently, 
their method is not applicable to existing libraries having 
multi-group chi vectors. On the other hand, the latest 
generation of nuclear data processing systems (e.g. NJ0Y[4J) 
produce isotopic fission source matrices which can be converted 
to fission spectrum and fission production (i.e. vo ) vectors. 
The current Committee for Computer Code Coordination standards 
(i.e. CCCC-IV15J) also make provision for isotopic chi matrices 
in multi-group libraries. These standards are specifically 
designed to facilitate the exchange of multi-group data between 
different users. 

It is often the case that the user of a multi-group library, 
which may contain fission spectrum matrices, is limited to the 
use of transport programs which accept only fission spectrum 
vectors. Moreover, such a user often has the capability for 
generating his own multi-group libraries, which may contain 
either the fission spectrum matrices or vectors. In such cases, 
it is useful to consider the techniques available for calculating 
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and using fission spectrum vectors so as to reduce errors that 
•ay be introduced into calculated integral paraseters. 

In this study the problem of calculating chi vectors in a 
consistent Manner is formulated, par completeness, all the 
multi-group constants which are related to fission sources are 
defined. Consideration is also given to the definitions of 
Mixture- and systea-dependent chi vectors and aatrices. 

The theoretical background necessary for the calculation of 
multi-group fission source parameters is outlined in Section 2. 
Attention is also given to calculational methods. In order to 
simplify the notation, the time-independent, infinite 
homogeneous medium, diffusion equation is used as a basis for 
discussion. The usual distinction[6] between flux densities 
(e.g. neutron spectra, weighting spectra) and fluxes is also 
made. 

in Section 3 the practical implications of using chi vectors in 
multi-group transport calculations are discussed. Attention is 
focussed on the incident-energy and isotopic dependence of 
fission spectra. 

The final section is devoted to some conclusive remarks. The 
need to quantify calculational uncertainties due to the use of 
chi vectors is emphasised. 

2. THEORY AMD METHODS 

2.1 The multi-group diffusion equation 

The time-independent multi-group neutron diffusion 
equations for an infinite homogeneous multiplying medium can 
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be written as 
. . G 

I N 1 a t <D = l N 1 { l O 1 , <t ,} 
I tg g j; g . = 1 gg g 

* J g í = 1 gg* g' 

g=l, .... G. (2.1) 

In this expression. 

N • the i so topic number density of isotope i; 

the scalar group fluxes in groups g, which 
are unknown quantities to be solved for in 
Eq. (2.1) 

the total number of groups into which the 
energy region of interest has been 
partitioned, the convention being that 
groups are numbered in the order of 
descending energy; 

o • the Microscopic total cross section in group 

a , • the microscopic neutron transfer cross gg* 
section (excluding fission and external 
sources) from group g' to group g; 

f , " the microscopic fission source cross section gg' 
for neutrons born in group g as a result of 
fission induced by a neutron in group g'; 
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> 

the eigenvalue (in t h i s case k- inf inity) 
which a r t i f i c i a l l y normalises the macro
scopic f i s s ion source i n each group g to 
enable the steady-state neutron balance 
equations (2.1) to be defined; t h i s i s a lso 
an unknown quantity to be solved for in 
Bq. (2 .1) . 

i -i The group constants ° t , ° g_. and f__t are the known 
quantities in Bq. (2.1) which are defined in the usual 

,i manner (6], but since f__. is of direct interest here, we 
give its definition explicitly: 

dE dE' V 1(E ,)a^(E ,)X Í(E ,*E)^ e f (E') 
f 1 = A9 A9' , (2.2) 

9ref;g' 

where Ag i s the width of energy group g, and <f> (E») i s 
some a pn.ion.1 known reference spectrum (the weighting 
spectrum). The isotopic index "i" i s added to the 
reference weighting spectrum since, in principle , different 
weighting spectra can be used for di f ferent i sotopes . The 
parameters appearing in th i s expression have the following 
meanings: 

v i (E') • the average number of secondary neutrons 
born due to f i s s ion induced by a neutron of 
energy E'; 

o^(E') • the microscopic f i s s ion cross sect ion as a 
function of incident neutron energy; 
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X (E'-»-E) > the fission spectrum of secondary neutrons 
resulting fro» fission induced by a neutron 
of energy £'; 

*ref ( E , ) the reference scalar flux density (a density 
in energy) of neutrons having energy E'; 

• ref;g' dE* (J)1 ,(E') • the reference scalar group rer 
Ag• flux in group g'. 

A normalisation condition is usually imposed on the fission 
spectrum: 

r G 
dE X 1(E'^E) = I 

o g=l 
dE X (E'-*E) = 1 (2.3) 

Ag 
in the above it is assumed that the G groups cover the 
entire energy region into which secondary fission neutrons 
can b. emitted. According to Bq. (2.3), X^E'+E) then 
represents a probability density which is properly 
normalised to unity, i.e. x^E'+EjdE gives the probability 
that a secondary fission neutron will appear with an energy 
within the interval dE around E, following fission induced 
by a neutron of energy E'. 

The multi-group equations (2.1) are coupled through the 
group-to-group transfer and fission source terms so that it 
is usual[6-8] to express the G coupled equations in terms 
of the matrix equation 

{lLtJ - IEJ} ($) = i IF] «}» (2.4) 

where the square brackets •{)" denote a matrix, and the 
parentheses "()" a column or row vector. The parameters of 
Bq. (2.4) have the following meaningst 
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(I ) • the diagonal GxG matrix containing the macro
scopic total group cross sections as elements; 

[I] - the generally non-diagonal and non-symmetrical 
GXG matrix containing the macroscopic neutron 
transfer cross sections I , as elements; 

99 

[P] • the generally non-diagonal and non-eymmetrical 
GxG matrix containing the macroscopic fission 
source constants F , as elements; 99 

(<t>) « the Gxl column vector containing the scalar group 
fluxes as elements. 

2.2 Practical definitions of the isotopic multi-group fission 
source parameters 

2.2.1 Isotopic multi-group fission spectrum vectors 

for the purposes of this discussion, it is 
convenient to consider the isotopic microscopic 
fission source within a group g, 

G 
s 1 = I f 1 , <fr , . (2.5) 
g g , = 1 gg' y g ' 

In matrix notation, 

(s1) = if1] <$) , (2.6) 

with (s ) a Gxl column vector. 
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Al though multi-group transport programs have been 
developed to accept(9] the isotopic fission 
source matrix [f1] for each fissionable isotope 
relevant to a particular problem, some widely 
used transport programs[10-14] can only accept 
fission source matrices given as outer products 
of two vectors. These vectors are the isotopic 
fission spectrum (chi) vector, ty1)» and the 
microscopic fission production vector, (v xa*). 
In fact, many of these programs[10,12-14] do not 
even allow different isotopic chi vectors, i.e. a 
common vector is used for all fissionable 
isotopes. Since this does not influence the 
ensuing discussion, we ignore it for now. in the 
following we show how the isotopic chi vectors 
can be defined in a rigorous way. 

The definition of the isotopic fission spectrum 
vector (X1) is based on the principle of 
conservation of the reference fission source 
vector (s1

 c ) : The elements s 1 , are then 
ref ref;g 

given by 
G 

s 1 = y f1 é 1 

ref;g {^ gg' 'refjg' 

In matrix notation, 

(Sref> - I f í j <*ref> ' ^ ^ < f > 

I f Í ] <4ef> * (2'8) 



In this expression If*] ij a square GxG Matrix 
defined by the dyad 

tfÍ) - (X1) (v 1^) • (2.9) 

The matrix (f* J is not necessarily identical 
(equal) to the true matrix [f 1]; If J J is merely 
the result of the product of the two vectors (x*), 

(v 1a^). The matrix If̂  J is an approximation to 
the true matrix If1 ] and it is the one used by 
those transport programs that accept and use the 
vectors (x*) and (v aab. Clearly, (x1) is a 
column and (v 1o 1) a row vector in order for Eq. 
(2.7) to be valid and for If* J to be non-diagonal 
(in general). 

At this point it is important to note that the 
same microscopic fission source vector (s ) will 
be obtained from multiplying [f ) and [fJ; J by the 

flux vector if this flux vector is the 
original weighting flux vector ((b1 ) used in the 
defining equation, Eq. (2.8). Once the [f1] and 
If»J have beer determined via Bqs. (2.2) and 
(2.9), they will not necessarily yield the same 
fission source vector when multiplied by the same 
flux vector (<b) 4 fó , ) . The extent to which 
If,] (<b) deviates from the true fission source 
vector (f ](<f>) depends on the extent to which the 
original weighting flux vector (<•>* ) differs 

ref 
from (<b). 

In the expression (2.8) there are two quantities 
which are treated as unknownst the vector (X ) 
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and the utrix [f*]. The elements of [f1] are 
considered as known from Bq. (2.2), whereas the 
elements of (v1o1) are calculated as usual 
from[15] 

dE' V1(E') at(E') éX ,(E') f rer 
, i i , - Ag' 
( V Vg' 

*ref;g' 

• X **-• (2.10) 

The last part of this expression follows directly 
from Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). 

From Bq. (2.8) the following definition of the 
fission spectrum vector (X ) is obtained: 

Cref 

( S " f ) 

Cref 

where the (reference) constant c _ is given by 
the scalar product 

4f - (viof> O 

y (v^i) , ft»1 . , . (2.i2) 
g'-l f 9 ref;g' 
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The elements of the vector (X ) are calculated 
according to 

G 
y f 1 é 1 

x = _ . ( 2 1 3 ) 
Cref 

This is the expression which is often 
used[4,15.16] to calculate the elements of 
i so topic chi vectors; it is an approximation in 
the sense that it does not necessarily yield the 
true isotopic fission source vectors (s ). 

The elements X„ are clearly application-dependent 
quantities by virtue of their dependence on the 
reference scalar flux density at all energies. 
This is an important point and will be taken up 
again at a later stage. 

Since the isotopic fission spectrum x (E'-»-E) is 
often a slowly-varying function over the most 
important range of incident neutron energies, the 
isotopic multi-group chi vector elements have 
frequently been approximated by[17-19] 

XÍ"(E*) = dE XÍ(E*-»E) , (2.14) 
Ag 

where E* is some fixed energy in the range of 
interest. The MINXI18] processing system, for 
instance, uses B* • 1 MeV. The definition (2.14) 
presumes some preliminary knowledge of the 
spectral hardness of the neutronic systems to be 
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studied. The use of a fixed B* for all applica

tions, as in the case of MINX, is not justified. 

A later section (Section 3) presents a discussion 

of the possible implications of using such a 

unique chi vector. 

Note that if we had specified the condition that 

If*] = <XX) (V\J*) = [f1] 

for the vector (x ) to be defined, then we would 

have had to resort to the use of the generalised 

inverse 120,21) of the row vector (via^), since 

the inverse of a vector is not defined in the 

ordinary sense[22] of inverse matrices. However, 

it can be shown that a solution for (y1) can only 

be obtained from this expression in the special 
i 

case when X (E'-»£)is incident-energy-independent. 

2.2.2 Isotopic multi-group fission spectrum matrices 

In addition to the above definition of the 

microscopic fission source matrix [f,] in terms 

of the product of two vectors, it is possible to 

define microscopic fission source matrices in 

terms of the products of two GxG matrices: 

If1] = IX1 ] lAïJl . (2.15) 

In this expression lv io 1] is a diagonal matrix 

and (x ] is (in general) non-diagonal and non

symmetrical. The order of matrix multiplication 
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was specifically chosen to Maintain our previous 

notation, i.e. f , with g the sink and g' the 

source energy group. By Bq. (2.15), 

iXiJ = If1) Iv^J" 1 , (2.16) 

and 

i 
f 1 , 

gg' Xgg. 
< ^ g . 

f 1 , 
gg' 

G 

g=l " 

(2.17) 

The last part of Bq. (2.17) follows from (2.10). 

The use of a diagonal matrix [v 1o 1) is much more 

consistent with the matrix formulation of the 

multi-group diffusion (or transport) equation 

(see Bq. (2.4)), because then all one-dimensional 

group constants other than the group fluxes (i.e. 

o* , o 1 , c£ i (vaoí) » etc.) can be 
tg ag f g f g 

defined in a consistent manner as the elements of 

diagonal matrices. The use of a row vector 

(v ia i) i» thus anomalous in this respect. It 

should be noted that the fission production cross 

section can always be defined as a diagonal 

matrix provided the fission spectrum vector is 

used tc construct an approximate chi matrix 

having identical columns throughout. lOwever, 

for the present, this is of no significance. 
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It is evident that unlike the isotopic chi 
vectors (2.11), the isotopic chi satrices (2.16) 
always yield the true isotopic fission source 
vectors (2.6). 

Also note that, in contrast to the chi vectors, 
the individual elements of the chi matrices do 
not depend on the reference scalar flux densities 
at all energies of interest. 

isotopic Multi-group fission neutron Multipli
cities 

There is another multi-group constant relevant to 
the fission source which is usually produced by 
processing programs. This is the isotopic multi-
group neutron multiplicity defined by 

. (vV) 
l f g 

Vq = i ' < 2' 1 8> 
fg 

This definition preserves the isotopic multi-
group fission production constant (v o ) . note 
that fig. (2.16) can only be written in matrix 
notation if all the group constants in it are 
elements of square diagonal matrices: [v1J, 
k )> Iv o ). As pointed out earlier, this would 
also be more consistent with the matrix 
formulation of the multi-group transport equation. 

Since the isotopic fission group cross sections 
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a]. are usually required in order to facilitate 
fg 

the calculation of fission reaction rates (or 
activities), they need to be processed in 
addition to the (v at) . Consequently, the v 1 

f g g 
are easily calculated auxiliary quantities which 
also have soae direct physical Meaning: v 1 

g represents the group-averaged value of the 
fission neutron Multiplicity within group g for 
isotope i. 

Soae processing programs, such as XLACS-2[16], 
transmit only the isotopic group constants v 1 and 
o* to their output. The ( v i o i ) Must then be 
reconstructed in a subsequent post-processing 
step prior to the execution of a transport 
calculation. 

The ETOX prograa[23] calculates v according to 
g the definition of the ordinary one-diaensional 

group cross sections: 

dE V 1 ( E ) <j£ e f(E) 

V 1
 = £a (2.19) 

ref;g 
i Since v has Meaning only in connection with a 

fission reaction» the group-averaged value will 
depend not only on the variables v 1(E) and 
<f> f (E), but also on the relative fission cross 
section at each energy. thus, the definition 
(2.18) is exact, whereas (2.19) is an 
approximation which «ay be undesirable in the 
case of rather broad energy groups. 
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Mtother approximation, which is used for ultra-
fine-group spectrum calculations in the MC 2-2 
program(19], is 

dE V1(E) 
v 1 = £2 (2.20) 
g 

Ag 

2 However, on the multi-group level, the MC -2 

program essentially applies the exact definition 
(2.18). 

A calculational scheme for the isotopic multi-group fission 
spectrum vectors 

As far aa the determination of the chi vectors is 
concerned, we reiterate the application dependence of these 
vectors by virtue of the application dependence of the 
reference scalar flux densities <t> f(£) (see Bqs. (2.2), 
(2.12) and (2.13)). in what follows we show that a slight 
modification of approach would lead to calculating If J and 
(X ) using different reference spectra. 

Taking [f1] to be predetermined from Eq. (2.2), (X1) can be 
determined from Bqs. (2.11) and (2.12) by selecting a 

i (si 
suitable secondary reference flux vector (<J) V ) which is 
not necessarily equal to the original reference flux vector 
(4> ). The following interesting and useful facts are 
then observed: 

Firstly, if ($ 1 ( s )) is more representative than («t»1 ) of 
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the actual «ulti-group flux vector ty) under 
consideration , then there should be closer agreement 
between the products If 1]^) and [f^ ( s ) J ($). (The super
script " (s)" implies that the parameter in question, in 
this case [f^ ( s )), is at least partially calculated by 
using the secondary reference flux vector (*i's^).) In 
fact, if (<t i ( s )) = (*), then these two products are exactly 

ref 
equal. To see this, use Bqs. (2.9), (2.11) and (2.12): 

ci(s) ci(s) i f . ' ] (*) - tfV i (•: i(s), ref 

i f 1 ) i» 1 ' ! ' ) 
ref 

= If 1! «D) (2.21) 

In this connection, see the discussion following on 
Eq. (2.9). 

Secondly, instead of producing isotopic multi-group chi 
vectors in the original processing of the 5roup constants 
(which we refer to as the primary processing step), such 
production can be done in a subsequent processing step (the 
secondary processing step). The idea is a» follows: 

Thu iiux vectoi (<J>) could be obtained (flom solving the mlti-
gioup dilution [OK tnan&pont) equation [2.4). 
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In the primary step the weighting spectrum 4>x (E) » which 
ref 

we shall call the primary weighting spectrum, is used to 
process energy-dependent data such as that obtained from 
BNDP/B[24J to produce a multi-group library which contains 
the true isotopic fission source matrices (f 1), or 
equivalently, the chi matrices [X 1]. The user of this 
library then has the option of specifying a secondary 
weighting flux vector <4>i ) for the calculation of chi 

ref 
vectors from 

i , A i ( s ) 

, 1 X , . , l ( s ) , 

f ref 

t i ( s ) 
lXXl l^Ofl ( ^ e f } { 2 ' 2 2 ) 

( v ^ i <^>> 

The secondary processing step entails only the determination 
i(s) of the chi vectors (X ) from Eq. (2.22). The rest of the 

multi-group library is not altered in this secondary step. 

The user thus has the choice to specify his own secondary 
i (s) reference flux vector (<t> ') to produce chi vectors ref 

Q,i(s)j Which are more appropriate for his particular 
application than would be the case if these vectors had 
been produced in the primary processing step. 

The selection of reference spectra is largely an art which 
often requires considerable insight and experience. (See 
references 6 and 25 for some of the possibilities for 
generating or selecting weighting spectra. Also see 
reference 26 for a discussion of some of the limitations of 
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the multi-group method.) Here we wish to point out only one 
important difference between the methods of selecting 
reference spectra for the primary and secondary processing 
steps: this is the fact that the primary weighting function 
is requireu to be energy-dependent, i.e. A 1 (E) * whereas 

ref 
the secondary weighting function is required to be a multi-
group flux vector f $ i ( s ) ) . This greatly simplifies the 

ref 
process of selecting secondary weighting spectra. 
In the first place, the flux solution of a previous multi-
group calculation can be used in the secondary processing 
step without any additional effort such as least-squares 
fitting to multi-group spectra (to produce energy-dependent 
spectra) being necessary. 

Secondly, if so wished, an iterative process can be followed 
in which the multi-group fluxes obtained from one calcula
tion with chi vectors are used as secondary reference fluxes 
for the production of new chi vectors. The process is then 
repeated a number of times or until convergence is attained. 
Upon convergence, the products [f J ]($>,) should be very 
close to the true products If 1)^) (where ($,) and ($) are 
the solutions to Eq. (2.4) using lfj ( s )J and If 1), 
respectively). 

Tbe capabilities of a user are often limited to multi-group 
programs which can accept only chi vectors. In such cases a 
single iteration in the above iterative procedure may at 
least be an improvement if it is not sufficient, in this 
respect it should be noted that the improvements implied 
above do not concern improvements of all the multi-group 
constants in the primary multi-group library, but only 
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iaproveaents in as far as the products if * 1 (• ) are 
different fro» the products ifa J (d>) -

In retrospect, we have accentuated the application 
dependence of the chi vectors (x 1) by virtue of their 
dependence on the multi-group reference flux vectors (4 1 ) 

ref 
and consequently proposed a method for taking this into 

i (c) 
account to produce ch i vectors (x ~ ) appropriate for a 

ref 
particular application or class of applications. 
It should be noted that the above approach is followed in 
the MJ0YI4] processing scheme. In this scbeae, multi-group 
"MASTER" libraries containing fission source Matrices are 
produced. Provision is then made for user-specified 
secondary reference flux vectors to produce chi and fission 
production vectors in a post-processing step. 

Salai eX at. [1-3] have also proposed another approach: 
they have shown that better or improved results for certain 
eigenvalues and integral paraaeters can be obtained by 
modifying the scattering aatrix as follows: 

(a 1] - lo 1] + If 1} - IfÍJ 

- la 1! + If 1 J - (X 1) (v^j) , (2.23) 

where [á 1] is the modified isotopic scattering aatrix. 

In those cases where the user of a multi-group library is 
limited to the use of chi vectors/ this approach is 
superior to the previously proposed approach (i.e. the NJOY 
approach) when transport calculations are performed in 
which the scattering and fission sources are not needed as 
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separate entities. In such calculations the flux and 
eigenvalue solutions are exact, i.e. they are identical to 
the solutions which would be obtained by using the true 
fission source and scattering aatrices. In cases where 
these two sources are needed separately, such as in 
Multiplication factor calculations, this may not 
necessarily be the case. 

The combination of the previously proposed approach and the 
approach of Salai ei at . is coapleaentary and constitutes 
an optimum: the secondary processing step would then 
consist of calculating the isotopic chi vectors (xi ) and 
using these vectors to modify the scattering matrix. 

Consequently, even the multiplication factor calculational 
results obtained with the Salmi methe? can, in principle, 
be improved. The modified scattering matrix used in such 
calculations would then be of the form 

i a i ( s ) j . [ G V - if 1 ] - i f i ( s ) j 

- [o1! + If1] - (X Í Í S )) (v^*) . (2.24) 

It should be an easy matter to implement the Salmi 
approach, together with the NJOY approach, in a standard 
processing scheme such as NJOY. 

Practical definition» of the mixture- and system-dependent 
multi-group fission spectra 

It has been mentioned that some transport programs use a 
common chi vector for all fissionable isotopes relevant to 
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a particular problem. To be sore explicit» the A N I S N U O ) 

and D0T112] programs, for instance, use a single user-
specified chi vector for all material regions containing 
fissionable isotopes. 

The disadvantages associated with such an approach are 
addressed in Section 3. The purpose of the present 
discussion is to show, amongst other things, how such a chi 
vector can be calculated as a weighted average of all the 
isotopic chi vectors relevant to a problem. 

Before proceeding to that point, it is useful to consider 
the calculation of chi vectors for different Mixtures in a 
reactor since several programs(11,27) make provision for 
such mixture-dependent chi vectors. The logical starting 
point is to consider the reference macroscopic fission 
source vector, (s , ) , which is calculated from 

ret 

' I N 1 If 1 J ^ ) 
i£M 

- I N 1 (X1) (vV) (cj)1 J 
im f r e f 

- I (X1) (v 1^) (•* ) . (2.25) 
ie M

 f r e f 

where the superscript "M" indicates a particular homogeneous 
mixture. The isotopes in mixture M do not have to be 
specified as fissionable since non-fissionable isotopes 
have zero fission source matrices (f J. 

If we now write 
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Í Sref ) = ( ) ( M ) l ( v i°í> ^ref* ' <2-2«> 
ieM 

then we have fron Bq. (2.25), 

ï IF1] ($j e f) 
(XM) = ±§* !!L 

iL ( v V ^ (*-> 

I (X1) (vtt «j 1 ) 
irH f ref 
±£2— _ • (2.27) 

I (v^J) (í»jef) 
ÍEM r e l 

Note that in effect, Bq. (2.27) contains two definitions: 

the one based on the true isotopic fission source matrices, 

and the other based on isotopic chi vectors as defined by 

Eq. (2.11). 

Once again, a slight change of approach allows the 

calculation of mixture-dependent fission spectra by using 

user-specified (optional) multi-group flux vectors 
i (si 

(<f> ° ). Then the above -Mentioned two definitions appear 

as: 

I I^J uilV) 
( x M ( s ) ) = i e M ^ f f { 2 2 Q ) 

i-i, ,Ai(s). 

ieM r r e r 

and 

I (X1) (v1!*) (^s

f>) 
(X M ( S )) * ifiH (2.29) 

i£M r r e r 
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It should be clear that definition (2.29) can also be 

utilised at the end of a particular transport calculation 

to determine mixture-dependent chi vectors by using the 

calculated scalar flux vectors in each material region 

instead of user-specified secondary flux vectors. 

There are some approximate methods for the calculation of 

mixture-dependent chi vectors which are based on intuition 

more than anything else. One of the first that comes to 

mind is 

I N 1 (X 1) 
( XM } = i(f)EM ^ (2.30) 

1 N 1 

i(f)EM 

or 

I N 1 ( X Í Í S ) ) 
Q^la)) _ i(f)CM (2.31) 

I N A 

i(f)£M 

where the index "i(f)" refers to fissionable isotopes only, 

i.e. the summation includes only fissionable isotopes, 

tfiis is tantamount to assuming that the products 

^ f } Kef) a n d ^Zf ) ( ( J ) r e f ? } i B ^** ( 2* 2 7 ) S n d ( 2' 2 9 ) 

are isotope-independent. Quite obviously, this is very 

improbable. 

For the calculation of system-dependent chi vectors, (x ), 

directly from the data in a multi-group library, we use the 

following defining expression: 

I V" (gj > - (XS) I V* I ivhb tf > , (2.32) 
M " £ M iEM f r e f 
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with the result that , by considering BJS. (2.25) and 

(2.26) , one obtains: 

I v M I a1) (AJ) t ^ e f ) 
(XS) = - — , (2.33) 

I* I (vVf, < f , 
M ieM 

or 

I v" (XM) I (v1!1) (^ e f) 
( x

s ) = ". í§í? , (2.34) 

I v" I <vVf) < f ) 
M X£M 

or 

I V* I IF1] « 4 f ) 
(XS) = Í5 i 2 ! . (2.35) 

I V" I (V^J ( < e f ) 
M i£M 

Of course, expressions similar to Bqs. (2.28) and (2.29), 

except for the volume fractions and summations over 

mixtures, can be obtained for the system-dependent chi 

vector. The use of system-dependent chi vectors in 

transport programs such as ANISN i s superior to the use of 

a single isotopic or analytic chi vector. 

As far as multi-group mixture- and system-dependent chi 

matrices att concerned, these can be calculated from (see 

Bq. (2.16)) 

IXMJ - I ix1! iv^i {I hhbr1 

ieM £ ÍCM f 

- I IF1] { I Iv^J}" 1 , (2.3«) 
iCM ieM 
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and 

- i 
l X S ) - [ v M l X M ) I I v V j H v M l I v 1 ! 1 ! } 

M i£M M i£M f 

» L v*4 I {XAJ I v 1 ^ ] {I v M J í v V l } - 1 

M iGM M iCM 

- I v" £ [F1] {[ v" l í v V l f 1 . (2.37) 
M i£M M i£M 

Note that flux vectors are not required in these two 

expressions. 

2.5 Normalisation of the multi-group fission spectra 

By Eq. (2.3) , the following normalisation conditions are 

imposed on the multi-group chi vectors and matrices: 

J. x* • Ix" - i * •' ; 

Thus, we attach the following meanings: 

X • the probability of a fission in any group 
g 

releasing a neutron in group g; 

X i • the probability of a fission in group g' 

releasing a neutron in group g. 

It should be noted that in the above definitions it was 

assumed that no secondary fission neutrons appear outside 

the range of the G groups. There are cases where secondary 

fission neutrons physically appear outside the energy limits 
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assigned to a particular problem. The application of the 

above normalisation conditions to such cases[19] is 

physically unacceptable and has the potential to introduce 

significant errors in calculated reactor parameters. The 

ONETRAN[27] program, for instance, does not check for the 

conventional normalisation of fission spectra and 

consequently reflects the lack of normalisation 

proportionally in k f f . 

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OP USING FISSIOH SPECTRUM VECTORS 

3.1 Incident-energy considerations 

The use of chi matrices is a self-evident way of dealing 

with the incident-energy dependence of fission spectra in 

multi-group calculations, but this energy dependence can 

also be accounted for in chi vectors. This is evident from 

Eq. (2.13), which can be written as 

dE dE* V1(E') (£(£') X N E ' + E ) (J)1 r(E') f ref 

X g = ^ .(3.1) 
f°° . . . 

dE' V1(E') at(E') í»1 ,(E') 
r ref 

Although these chi vectors af quite easily computed, the 

incident-energy-independent vectors (2.14) are often used 

in multi-group analyses. This could lead to significant 

errors in calculated integral parameters of some reactors: 

Salmi eX al. (1-3) have demonstrated that incident-energy-

independent chi vectors could yield inaccuracies which are 

of the same order of magnitude as (or even greater than) 

the experimental uncertainties for a system such as 

JEZEBELi^,281. Their results are summarised in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 SIMMARY OP THE RESULTS OP Salaried at. [1-3] 

FISSION SOURCE MATRIX 
a 

A\ in 

eff 

* * 
• 2 3 8 

2 3 5 

I XJ;(E*=1 MeV) (V 1 ^) (Eq (2.14)) -10,904 -0,193 - 2,338 
i g g 

J" X1(E*=14 MeV) (v 1!^) . (Eq (2.14)) +69,947 + 1 , 1 6 4 +13,200 
r g f g 

I Xx(v It) , 
j; g f g 

gg' 

(Eq (2.13)) + 4,654 + 0,087 + 0,828 

(exact) 0,000 0,000 0,000 

These results show that the fundamental nu l t ip l i ca t ion rate 
eigenvalue, a , i s remarkably sensi t ive to the spectral 
hardness of the chi vector. Notable improvements (in a l l 
the parameters quoted in Table 1) are obtained by means of 
an incident-energy-dependent chi vector ( i . e . Eq. (3 .1 ) ) . 
The 14 MeV chi vector i s d i s t i n c t l y too hard, whereas the 
1 MeV vector i s too soft for the JEZEBEL fast neutron 
assembly. The incident-energy-dependent chi vector i s 
seemingly more r e a l i s t i c , with a spectral hardness 
somewhere in between that of the 1 MeV and 14 MeV vectors. 

The percentage eAtiou axe taken fielative to the. xeAvJUti o^ the 
exact calculatiom. 

** The central ApectAal index Uee Eq. (3.5)) m& calculated in the 
fe-honmjJLatJuon ojj the. fiarupont equation. 
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This in itself indicates that by choosing a suitable 
reference weighting spectrum in Bq. (3.1), it is possible 
to optimise the results obtainable with an incident-
energy-dependent chi vector. However, such optimisation is 
liaited to the accuracy with which the weighting spectrum 
approximates the energy dependence of the actual flux 
density in the assembly (see Section 2.3). In the case of 
strong spatial dependence of the actual flux densities, 
this limitation is more pronounced. 

In order to illustrate the possible effects of the weighting 
spectrum in Bq. (3.1), we performed some criticality 
calculations for the uranium-fueled, fast neutron assembly, 
TOPSYÍ29]. two different chi vectors were produced for 
each of the fissionable isotopes (in this case we 

235 238 
considered only U and U) by means of the 
following two weighting spectra: 

*ref(l) ( E ) = X ( E ) ' ( 3 * 2 ) 

4> r e f ( 2 )(E) = Maxwellian Thermal - 1/E - X(E) . (3.3) 

The fission spectrum in these two weighting functions was a 
siaple Maxwellian fission spectrum with a nuclear 
temperature 6-1,4 MeV: 

X(E) * -ZÍ- exp(-E/6) . (3.4) 
eAie 

The 1/E-X(E) cutoff or joining energy in • -",2) (E) "»» 
taken at 0,1 MeV. 
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The criticality calculations were performed with the one-
dimensional S R transport program, XSDRNFM[11], in the 
P3 S4 mode and with 50 radial intervals. An 
undocumented 85-group ENDF/B-4[30) cross section library 
was used. This library was processed with XIACS-2[16]. In 
addition to the effective multiplication factor (*«««)» 
the following central reaction rate ratios were also 
calculated: 

„_ ! dE aJ38(E) *(E) 
f 2 3 8 { f 

.235 " r» 2 3 5 

dE 0^J3(E) <J>(E) 
(3.5) 

,238 
.235 _ t 

11Q dE a (E) 4(E) c 
fOO 

dE a 2 3 5(E) 4(E) 

(3.6) 

235 
£ = t 
£235 

dE a 2 3 5(E) 4(E) c 

235 dE a f (E) 4(E) 

(3.7) 

The eigenvalue and scalar flux iteration criteria were 
io- 4. 

The calculations were performed in two separate steps* in 
the first, only the chi vector of U (the predominant 
isotope in the core zone) was varied; the chi vector of 
238 

0 (the predominant isotope in the natural uranium 
reflector) was varied in the second step. Note that 
X8DRMIW calculates and uses mixture-dependent chi vectors. 
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235 The chi vectors for U obtained with the two weighting 
spectra mentioned are given in Table 2. A six-group 
representation is used for convenience. The effects of the 

235 different U chi vector: 
are demonstrated in Table 3. 

235 different 0 chi vectors on the criticality of TOPSY 

Clearly, the softer weighting spectrum, * r ef(2) t E ) ' 
235 produces a softer chi vector for D and consequently a 

softer calculated spectrum for TOPSY. This is evident from 
the central reaction rate ratios and in particular from 
f238 / f235. because 2 3 8 D has an effective fission 
threshold, f /f is very sensitive to the spectrum 
in the high-energy region where the fission spectrum is 
most significant (more than 98 % of the secondary fission 
neutrons are generally emitted with energies above 0,1 MeV). 

The reduction in the It (by about 0,2 t) that 
235 

accompanies the softer U chi vector is mostly due to 
the reduction in the 2 3 8 U fission rate in the TOPSY 
reflector (nearly 26 % of the total fission source comes 
from the reflector). It goes without saying that the 
spectral hardness of the chi vector is of prime importance 238 for fast neutron systems containing large amounts of U. 

It should be noted that although the 0,2 % change in k ._ 
observed above is negligible for routine design purposes, 
it is significant from a data-testing point of view. The 
possibility of even larger effects is not excluded. 

238 The u chi vectors used in the second step of the 
present calculations are given in Table 4, again in six 
groups. The differences between the two chi vectors for 
236 

U are quite insignificant. All the calculated integral 
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TABLE 2 CHI VECTORS FOR 2 3 5 D 

WEIGHTING SPECTRA 

OBTAINED WITH TWO DIFFERENT 

GROUP ENERGY CHI OBTAINED WITH 

9 LIMITS 
*ref(l) •ref(2) 

t 
AX% 

1 3 MeV-20 MeV 0,217 883 0,209 492 -3,851 

2 1,4 MeV-3 MeV 0,339 799 0,339 419 -0,112 

3 0,9 MeV-1,4 MeV 0,163 908 0,166 127 +1,354 

4 0,4 MeV-0,9 MeV 0,176 684 0,180 424 +2,117 

5 0,1 MeV-0,4 MeV 0,087 247. 0,089 622 +2,722 

6 10" 5 eV-0,1 MeV 0,014 488 0,014 928 •3,037 

235 

TABLE 3 EFFECTS OF TWO DIFFERENT CHI VECTORS FOR U ON INTEGRAL 

PARAMETERS OF TOPSY 

WEIGHTING 

SPECTRUM FOR 

(x 2 3 5) 
eff 

At in* 

FISSION SOURCE IN 

CORE REFLECTOR 
:238 

235 

.238 

.2Í5 

.2 3 5 

.235 

4> r e f ( 1 )(E) 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

*r»£(2) ( E ) ~ 0 ' 1 9 + 0 ' 3 9 - 1 ' 0 9 _ 1 ' 8 8 + 0 ' 6 8 * 0 ' 7 2 

The percentage deviation i& taken relative to the xz&ubt obtained 
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paraseters obtained with these two vectors were identical 
(to within 0,01 %) and have therefore not been tabulated. 
The fact that the softer weighting function, 4> . ( E ) » 

238 ref(21 
does not soften the D chi vector, is easily understood 
fro» Bq. (3.1): 

In the first instance, the chi vector is dependent on the 
relative Magnitude of the weighting spectrua at all 

238 
energies. Secondly, because of the O fission thres
hold, that part of the weighting function below this 
threshold plays no role. 

TABLE 4 CHI VECTORS FDR 
WEIGHTING SPECTRA 

238. OBTAINED WITH TWO DIFFERENT 

GROUP ENERGY CHI OBTAINED WITH 
g LIMITS *ref (1) *ref(2) 

. # Ax% 

1 3 MeV-20 NeV 0,218 795 0,218 783 -0,005 
2 1,4 MeV-3 MeV 0,339 787 0,339 767 0,000 
3 0,9 MeV-1,4 MeV 0,163 666 0,163 671 +0,003 
4 0,4 MeV-0,9 MeV 0,176 299 0,176 306 +0,004 
5 0,1 MeV-0,4 MeV 0,087 009 0,087 014 +0,006 
6 10" 5 eV-0,1 MeV 0,014 445 0,014 446 +0,007 

The. pesicentage. devúvUon ú taken nela&Lve to the xeAixtt obtained 
viiXh $ *e*(il I E ) , 
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As Figure 1 shows, the 238, 

effectual only above about 0,5 MeV. Since <t> (E) 
rref(1) 

U fission cross section becomes 
and 

* ef(2) ( E ) * r e i d e n t i c a l above 0» 1 **eV, they should yield 
Í23& 

nearly identical chi vectors for 0 (except for the 
small sub-threshold fission effect). Weighting spectra 
that differ substantially above the fission threshold may 
cause significant effects. 

235 In the case of U, the weighting function below 0,1 MeV 
is important because of the large and rapidly increasing 
235 

U fission cross section towards lower energies. 

FIGURE 1 THE 238, U FISSION CROSS SECTION FROM ENDF/B-4 

10 10' 10 
ENERGY (EV) 

10 
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Isotopic considerations 

Neglecting the isotopic dependence of chi vectors in multi-
group transport calculations is guite common. Generally, 
the fission spectrum of the main fissionable isotope of an 
assembly is used. In many cases a "standard" chi vector 
such as obtained from an analytical function or an 
empirical formula is used. 

It has been shown, for example, by Kiefhaber and Thiem[31], 
that such a procedure can lead to errors in fast reactor 
criticality calculations {typically Ak . % • +0,2 %) 
which are of the same order of magnitude as some commonly 
applied corrections (e.g. heterogeneity and S 
corrections). 

Kiefhaber and Thiem[31] have shown that in some cases the 
use of a weighted average of the chi vectors of the various 
isotopes in an assembly (i.e. a system-dependent chi) could 
yield significant criticality differences in conparision 
with the results obtained using the chi vector of the main 
fissionable isotope, this is of particular importance for 
systems which contain large amounts of fertile isotopes in, 
for example, blanket/reflector regions: those reactions 

238 
which have high-energy thresholds (e.g. U fission) are 
most sensitive to the fission spectrum used. 

It is evident that the use of different chi vectors in 
different material regions/zones should result in more 
accurate predictions of criticality, reaction rates and 
reaction rate traverses, than would be the case if a single 
system-dependent chi vector is used. fortunately, this 
approach has been adoptedtll,27,32) in a number of 
transport and diffusion programs. 
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The desirability of using isotope-dependent chi vectors is 
probably most evident for the burn-up calculation of fast 
breeder reactors, due to the considerable differences in 

235 239 the fission spectra of U and Pu. 

4. CONCLUSION 

It has been found that the use of multi-group chi vectors in 
neutron transport calculations introduces errors into the calcu
lated reactor parameters. Although these errors ar#» often 
negligible for routine analyses, they aay be important for data-
testing purposes. Furthermore, the dispersion in calculated 
integral parameters obtained by different laboratories is often 
of the same magnitude as the above-mentioned errors. As Salmi 
eX a£.[2,3] point out, these inaccuracies should be properly 
accounted for and included in uncertainty analyses. lhese 
uncertainties are not to be confused with nuclear data 
uncertainties, but should be classed as method or processing 
uncertainties. ffeisbin eX at. [33] have also stressed the 
importance of quantifying uncertainties due to calculational 
methods, including processing techniques. 

It is clear that the ultimate in performing multi-group 
transport calculations is to use isotopic chi matrices. 
Unfortunately, the use of such matrices is still rather 
uncommon. According to Salmi zt at. [34], a reason for this 
could be the fact that Hill eX at. [35] came to the conclusion 
(in 1973) that the use of chi matrices does not seem warranted. 
As a matter of fact, Hill tt at. [35] did not even consider the 
use of »: xture-dependent chi vectors to be necessary, these 
conclusions may be valid for most routine reactor analyses, but, 
as emphasised above, this is not the case for nuclear 
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data-testing purposes. The use of chi vectors is advantageous 
for routine analyses because it eliminates the need for 
"up-scattering" iterations in the fission source itself. In any 
event, it would appear that the introduction and use of isotopic 
chi matrices are currently real objectives in developing new 
transport programs and multi-group library formats. 
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